
SUZANNE KASLER

BE INSPIRED 
Susanne Kasler, Suzanne Kasler Interiors 
sponsored by Visual Comfort

Suzanne Kasler will share her interior and product 
design expertise consisting of a fresh mix of 
continental and classic interior style emphasizing 
the antiques and collections that create  the special 
settings.  Products feature subtle details and 
strong, structured silhouettes in timeless materials 
and custom patina finishes. The look is easy 
sophistication, with an air of history.  

RIK ROBERTS

LISTEN UP – LAUGH IT UP
Rik Roberts   

Did you know that laughter is a key component to 
success? In both the workplace and at home, a good 
laugh causes oxygen levels in the blood to increase 
and fully engages your brain!  In the first part of the 
program learn how to strengthen team building 
through laughter and improvisation as Rik shares stats 
and stories of the benefits of laughter and delivers a 
little stand-up comedy to prove it.  

The second phase of the program is designed to 
explore how we can better “LISTEN” to customers, 
co-workers and clients. Too often, we listen while just 
waiting to interrupt with our answers and show off 
what we know. Ideally, we should be LISTENING TO 
HEAR instead of LISTENING TO RESPOND.

2017 ART + IDS CONFERENCE

GENERAL SESSION SPEAKERS

TECHNOLOGY PANEL
 (L-R) Justin Rychak, My Samm;  Karina Rizzo,  
Laurel at Sunset; Shelia Butler, Handley Drive;   
Steven Avitable, Steelyard; Alex Fraser, Shopzio/Repzio 

TOOLS YOU CAN USE -  A TECHNOLOGY PANEL 
Each panelist will present a brief overview of a featured technology to the general 
audience.  The panelists will split up into separate rooms for a deeper dive into how 
things work and attendees can choose which technology they want to know more about.  

PAUL MILLER

JUGGLER’S MINDSET 
Paul Miller

Juggling is more than a just a silly party trick – it’s a great 
tool for reflecting on how you achieve, or fail to achieve, 
a goal.   Understanding a juggler’s mindset will make you 
a more effective problem solver by defining goals and 
developing plans.

Learning to juggle provides insight into how you can 
become more successful in work, in play, and in life by 
identifying and illustrating the most common obstacles 
learners face and offering tips on how to avoid them. 
The juggler’s mindset is not about juggling, it’s about 
increasing productivity by reducing misdirected energy 
devoted to solving the wrong problems.

Whether you choose to stand up and take the juggling 
challenge or just reflect on insight gained, you will gain 
tools and insight that will increase success in work, in 
play, and life.


